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Office of Administrative Hearings
Attn: Denise Collins
PO Box 64620
St. Paul, MN 55164-0620

Dear Ms. Collins,

l'm writing to provide comments related to the MN Ctean Cars Rulemaking on behalf of Greater
Mankato Growth.

ln December of 2020, the attached letter was sent to Governor Tim walz. This correspondence
is being provided to include as a written comment as part of the public hearing process where
comments are being taken now through March 15.

Thank you for your consideration of this letterfeedback.

Sincerely,

President & CEO, Greater Mankato Growth

info@g reaterma n kato.com

3 Civic Center Plaza, Suite 1O0
Mankato, MN 56001

507.385.6640

greatermankato.com

Je{sica A. Beyer
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December L8,ZO2O

Governor Tim Walz
130 State Capitol
75 Rev Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard
Saint Paul, MN 55155

Dear Governor Walz,

Greater Mankato Growth serves as Mankato area chamber of commerce and represents nearly1'000 businesses throughout the Greater Mankato area, with a mission to support and promote
the economic growth and vitality of our members and the regionat marketplace. on behalf ofour organization, I am writing today in to provide comment on the clean cars rulemaking.

Greater Mankato Growth, lnc. understands that climate change is an issue and that there is aneed to lessen our carbon footprint. However, we respectfully request that the MN poltution
controlAgency (MPcA) does not proceed with the proposed rulemaking regarding thecalifornia motor vehicle emissions standard. we betieve that a significant new set of rutes, such
as this, should be deliberated by the etected legislators who live and work in our shared
communities. This specific change in public policy woutd atlow another state to dictate ourregulations that could put Minnesota businesses at a competitive disadvantage, especially withbordering states. lnstead, Minnesota policy makers should work with impacted stakeholders tofind ways to address climate change in ways that minimize adverse economic impacts and takeinto consideration the needs of Minnesota residents and businesses.

our organization believes that this is not the time to impose additional uncertainty andregulations' our economy has taken a serious hit by covrD-1g and our job creators, theiremployees, and our communities are hurting. lmposing new costs on our business community
and workforce during a time like this would have a tremendously negative impact on our abilityto revive this economy.

info@greaterma nkato.com

3 Civic Center Plaza, Suite 100
Mankato, MN 56001

507.385.6640

greatermankato.com
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We ask that you reconsider imposing these regulations and that you strongly consider the
ramifications and precedent of the proposed rulemaking.

Sincerely,
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JElisica Beyer, President & CEO

Gl'eater Mankato Growth, lnc.

info@greatermankato.com

3 Civic Center Plaza, Suite 100
Mankato, MN 5600'l

507.385.6640

greatermankato.com
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ATTN: Denise Collins
PO Box 64620
St. Paul MN 55164 - 0620
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Dear Denise,

My name is Case Muscatell. I am a fourth generation auto dealer with locations in Moorheadand Hawley, MN' I grew up in the great state of Minnesota and the automotive business has alwaysbeen a part of my life. our family has been a part of the automotive industry since the time horses weretraded in on cars' we have been proud to call Minnesota home to our family business,

The reason I am writing this letter is make my families voice heard in regards to the potentialradical change the Minnesota Pollution controlAgency has proposed in regards to vehicle sales in thestate of Minnesota' Adopting the california Emissions standards would have a devastating impact on ourfamily business' Equipping every new vehicle sold with dual catarytic converters or partial zeroemissions technology is expensive. lt would on average raise the price of every new vehicle we sold
Sgoo in the current market' This is without figuring in rising prices of materials especially coming out ofcovlD' we are a border city to North Dakota and only 60 miles from the south Dakota border. Acustomer could drive a mile over to North Dakota or G0 miles to south Dakota to save Sgoo on the priceof a vehicle' our industry is hyper competitive and only getting more so with the internet making itpossible for any consumer to get multiple quotes from multiple dealers in minutes. we gain or lose dealsover a couple hundred dollars, much less Sg00.

The problems don't stop at price. lt would not only hit consumers in the pocket it would alsoknock out vehicle availability for our consumers. This problem is twofold. First off, we would have tostart carrying more vehicles consumers really don't want in our market. The average turnaround timefrom delivery to sale on a hybrid vehicle at our dealerships is currently double that of a standard gasengine' Being this far north many of our consumers don't trust the limited capability of battery power insevere cold' The second issue this causes is we would no longer be able to trade vehicles with our dealerpartners in North Dakota or south Dakota. They would not be wiiling to take back our higher costvehicles on trade' Minnesota consumer choice and inventory options would be cut in half.

owning a subaru franchise we do our best to follow the corporate mantra and try to leave theworld a better place than we found it. My family and our staff members enjoy and give back to ourmany state parks and waterways through multiple programs we fund and are .n ,.tiu" part of. The issuewe have is our state is a very clean place. This is Nor NECESSARY as our air quality is currently some ofthe best in not only the country, but the world. we do not currentty have a single area in the statewhere air pollution is a problem.

It is totallv unreasonable to take control out of our own hands and hand it over to the CaliforniaPollution Board' we are Minnesota we are not california and we take pride in land and air. our familyalso doesn't see a point in having california become our oversight when the federal government hasalready said they wiil be rooking at the very issues we are discussing.



Again, we have enjoyed being a Minnesota dealer, but with the clear competitive disadvantage
this would cause for us we may consider leaving Minnesota and relocating to a more common sense and
business friendly environment.

Thanks,

Case Muscatell
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To: The Honorable Jessica Palmer-Denig
% OAH Legal Assistant Anne Laska

Office of Administrative
P.O. Box 64620 St. paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

Re: 36416 Pollution Control Agency Notice of Hearing: Greenhouse Gas Emissions
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I am writing in opposition to the rules being proposed to adopt the California standards for vehicles. As a 5g year
resident of this great state I implore you to put more thought into this and not put us at the mercy of California one of
the "dirtiest" states for air quality in the nation. Kind of makes one wonder if this even works for them?

For a majority of Minnesotans, the upfront price is the most important factor when considering what vehicle to buy.
California-certified vehicles will cost anywhere from Sg00-2,500 more, putting newer and cleaner cars out of reach of
some Minnesotans.

California will decide how many electric vehicles must be offered for sale in Minnesota, limiting the availability
of top-selling pick-up and SUV models from showroom floors.
Minnesotans strongly prefer to buy trucks, with annual sales rates of over 82% versus California,s 55% purchase
rate. The reason behind this is a rugged car is necessary for what is needed to drive in Minnesot, *"rih"r,
specifically winter weather, and to p"tfor* many of the required tasks needeO tor cenain il;r"d;;;;;;r".
vehicles. I know of people here who are unable and scared to drive with a car that meets these standards. I can
only imagine there are many more.
CARB's rules are meant to address California's worst-in-the-nation air quality. Minnesota boasts 10 of the
cleanest counties for ozone air pollution; california has 18 of the dirtiest. yet the MpcA wants us bound to
California's tailpipe emissions rules. If we're a clean air leader, why would we subject our state to the rules of
the dirtiest one?

Minnesotans are overwhelmingly opposed to this idea, too. A statewide survey shows:

' Only one out of nine Minnesotans want to bypass the legislature and move quickly to adopt the California
standards.

o Two-thirds of the respondents believe that if the state wants to promote electric vehicles, it should pursue a
system of incentives, which it can control, rather than mandating supply as California tells us.o Just 5% of Minnesotans are very likely to include electric vehiclei ,rong the choices fo, tf,ei1. next car while
California has decided dealerships must stock anywhere from 8-L2o/oelectric vehicles in the coming years.

With motor vehicle sales down over 4OYodue to COVID and affordability concerns, the Walz Administration,s
commitment to move forward with a California policy that will increase the cost of vehicles by hundreds, and potentially
thousands, of dollars is tone deaf.

Higher costs, less choice, and no voice. There is a better way for Minnesota to go than becoming one with California.
why not put together a commission to find that better way? one that includeiu"ar, rio"t 
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representatives from the public and other agencies that represent professions that require a larger vehicle.

Sincerely,

Bonita Harvieux
Lino Lakes, MN



March 11,2021

RE: Submission of a Public Comment on the MPCA Clean Cars MN

Administrative Law Judge Jessica Palmer-Denig,

PO Box 64620,

St. Paul, MN 55164-0620.

Dear Administrative Law Judge Palmer-Denig:

! would like to submit my personal comments in regards to the MPCA proposed
adoption of the Clean Cars Minnesota rule as follows:

I strorigly support the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency's intention to adopt "Clean

Cars Minnesota."

I am a concerned Minnesota citizen that cares deeply about the environment. I feel as
Minnesotan we need to do something to reduce the level of air pollution in our state and
in my local community. I understand that transportation is the largest contributor to
greenhouse gasses in Minnesota. I feel that this proposed rule change is necessary to
help us reduce emissions in our state by providing Minnesota consumers increased
options for electric and hybrid vehicles.

The air pollution causes major health problems for many Minnesotans and
disproportionally affects low income communities and communities of color. I feel that a
strong clean cais rule is necessary to reduce gas pollution, improve air quality in our
communities, and ease the health burdens being placed on many Minnesotans. As
someone that lives in the Urban core, air pollution from transportation is very noticeable
and personally impacts my health and the health of my neighbors on a daily basis.

I support the MPCA's intent to adopt "Clean Cars Minnesota" as a critical way to make
rea! progress in Minnesota to reducing greenhouse gas emissions from transportation in
Minnesota. By adopting a strong "Clean Cars Minnesota," Minnesota can become a

leader in the Midwest and generate important benefits across our state. We need to do
more to reduce air pollution and protect the environment for all Minnesotans and for the
next generations as well. The adoption of the Clean Cars Minnesota rule is one
necessary step to doing this. ,*
rhank you, ff/b,"/"fr
Marty Roers , (/
1034 Milton Street North
St. Paul, MN 55103



Mike Ullmer and Family
272OL County Highway 9

Lake Park, MN 56554
3-8-21

Judge Jessica Palmer-Denig
PO Box 64620
St. Paul, MN 55L64-0620
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Honorable Judge Palmer-Denig,

Respectfully, I am asking for your denial to accept the clean cars act as written. I believe that the
SONAR is skewed to make the BEV's look better than they actually are with the technology and the statewide

infrastructure that we have at this time. BEV's have their place and it is in the states larger cities with
concentrated populations and where there is a charging station and road assistance nearby. Logically, the
urban cities (St. Cloud, Duluth, Mpls/St.Paul, Rochester)are where a greater amount of the transportation
pollution takes place. Start there and please stop treating the entire state as equal offenders to climate

change. ldeally, the MPCA would start with requiring every state agency to solely use EV's to do tests to create

real data on the viability of EV's for the remainder of the state, not the hypothetical data that is proposed in

much of their report.

Consider this, according to the American Automobile Association (AAA), the average battery drive time
is reduced by 4L% when the temperature drops to 20F (see Consumer Affairs). lf you have lived in Minnesota

for any duration, you will know that 20F (or colder) lasts from late November to Mid-March. The average EV

battery is good for 200miles under ideal conditions. From a safety standpoint, if one did a bit of math, the
average daily drive to work and back could be no longer than 128 miles under ldeal winter conditions. I was

trained to watch the fuel gauge when driving in winter, 1/3 tank to destination, L/3 tank return from

destination, 1/3 tank reserve. ln this scenario one would be pushing into the reserve every day on the way

home from work. That would have been me for a majority of my teaching career as I live in very rural MN. For

daily driving I could not trust a vehicle for such knowing that I could be putting my family's welfare in jeopardy

due to the small reserve capacity of the battery. ln general, my bet is inexperienced EV drivers willsuccumb to
exposure of the elements in rural MN where I live. I have daughters that are learning to drive, this would be

the last type of vehicle I would put them in during the winter.

One final word, the SONAR report talks about manufactures achieving "Credits" for the sale of electric
vehicles. lt obscurely states that if enough electric vehicles aren't sold as compared to internal combustion
engine vehicles (lCE), the manufacture will be charged for negative credits. This is WRONG for businesses to be

punished for a product that the consumer will not purchase. I know that there are many that have stated that
they want them (at least in the SONAR and in the Chat room) but, in reality, how many people are willing to
take the risk of driving one of these in greater MN with the elements and the lack of charging stations in rural
areas for wintertime travelers.

Reference: Consumer Affairs

https://www.consumeraffairs.com/news/electric-vehicle-batteries-perform-worse-in-cold-weather-aaa-study-finds-
02O819.html
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